BRIDGE SCHOLAR: DR. SA-KIERA T.J. HUDSON

Dr. Sa-kiera T.J. Hudson is a recent doctoral graduate from the (Social) Psychology department at Harvard University. She completed her Ph.D. under the guidance of Dr. Jim Sidanius, Dr. Mahzarin Banaji, and Dr. Mina Cikara, and is currently a postdoctoral fellow at Yale University working with Dr. Jennifer Richeson and Dr. Michael Kraus. In the Fall of 2022, she will start an Assistant Professor position at University of California Berkeley Haas School of Business in the Management of Organizations (MORS) group. She is interested in two broad questions: What are the psychological and biological roots of power hierarchies and how do these hierarchies intersect to influence experiences and perceptions? For the first question, she is interested in the psychological and biological underpinnings of social dominance by exploring the relationship between preferences for hierarchy (i.e. SDO) and (counter-) empathy in situations of competition and threat. To address the second question, she is examining how various social hierarchies such as race, gender, sexual orientation, and class intersect as they relate to expressing and experiencing prejudice.

MONDAY March 21st

BRiDGE2Impacts
Zoom Link Here
12:00 pm - 1:30 pm
Balancing Work and Life In Spaces not Built for You

TUESDAY March 22nd

BRiDGE2Science
Zoom Link Here
1:00 pm - 2:15 pm
How Group Competition, Apathy, & Antipathy Influence Intergroup Harm

BRiDGE2Students
Zoom Link Here
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Join BRiDGE Scholar, Dr. Sa-Kiera Hudson, for an informal chat!
Graduate students from all disciplines are encouraged to attend!

For more information visit https://blogs.umass.edu/bridge/
Email: bridge@umass.edu  Twitter: @umassbridge

BRiDGE is supported by CNS, IDS, and Rudd Adoption Research Program.